
Adding sensory details helps enrich writing and enables your reader to 
thoroughly experience the scene you are trying to describe. For each of the 
following sentences at the bottom of this page, use the “telling” sentence as the 
topic for a paragraph that shows the reader the subject of the sentence. Do not 
use the “telling” sentence anywhere in your “showing” paragraph. Notice in 
these two examples how each writer has created a unique character and scene 
based on the “telling” sentence.

Telling sentence: The man is old.

Showing paragraphs:

1. “The codger reaches out and caresses Halleck’s cheek with one twisted 
finger. His lips spread open like a wound, showing a few tombstone stumps 
poking out of his gums. They are black and green. His tongue squirms between 
them and then slides out to lick his grinning, cracked lips.”
                 – Stephen King, Thinner

2. “Limping along paths of crushed stone and tapping his cane as he takes each 
step, he races across intricacies of sunlight and shadow spread before him on 
the dark garden floor like golden lace. Alessandro Guilani is tall and unbent, 
and his buoyant white hair falls, floating around his head like the white water in 
the curl of a wave.”                      – Mark Halprin, A Soldier of the Great War

Now, it’s your turn. On a separate sheet of paper, write a descriptive 
paragraph for each of the four telling sentences below. You will have a 
total of four paragraphs when you are finished.

Telling Sentences:

 1. I was exhausted.

 2. The puppy was a terror.

 3. My friend was so mad.

 4. The substitute teacher was strange.

Show (Not Tell) Writing
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